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OLB Charles Snowden
On his first quarter performance…
“I got a really strong why in wanting to put this team together, wanted to put a win together being in Scott
Stadium. Who knows how many more night games I'll get in Scott Stadium and that’s really starting to set in and
it’s increasing urgency, and I think a few missed assignments on their part doesn't hurt either.”
On fake punt and if defense was aware it was on…
“The whole team was aware the fake punt was on and so you have an on-defense alert. I'm on the punt team so
I'm out there and that play by KT [Keytaon Thompson], I'll never forget that I was out there. I think I may have
missed my block and that was just one guy making a play, and what he's done with this program you just can’t put
into words.”
On his sacks…
“I’d gotten off to a slow start this year. So, now to finally be producing and make plays, it feels great. Sacks are
always a great thing.”
On senior class’ success against UNC…
“I actually grew up a huge UNC fan as a kid. I have a picture with Roy Williams that I have framed and everything.
So, to be 4-and-0 against UNC in my career and growing up also a UNC fan I also hated Duke, so to be 4-and-0
against Duke too, that's something I will proudly, proudly wear on my sleeve for the rest of my life.”
On sack fumble of Howell…
“I saw he wanted to throw it downfield, but he must not have liked what he saw because then he tried to tuck it
back in and then he was caught in that kind of awkward ‘am I going to throw it, am I going to tuck it’ and then
Zane [Zandier] and I both hit him and the ball came out.”

RB Shane Simpson
On his touchdown catch…
“Right before the play started, we saw that the corner was about to come and usually when they bring a corner,
the safety rolls over the other side. Me and Brennan [Armstrong] talked in the huddle just to turn my head around
real quick and expect the ball. As soon as I got the ball, I made sure nobody was able to catch me even though I
was running out of gas towards the end. Thankfully, I got in there.”
On pride in nine-minute drive in 4th quarter…
“Very, very proud of that. It ruins a defense and just that we sucked the life out of the defense and make sure
they don't want to play anymore. So, that's pretty much what that drive was.”
On taking advantage of his touches tonight…
“I'm just doing my 111. That’s what has been my motto my whole life. I actually have a tattoo on my hand that
says ‘patience’, so I’m just waiting for my moment and I have the guys around me, to help me do it.”
On intensity of 4th quarter…
“The intensity was at a very, very high level because, obviously, the game was really close. Even though we had
them where we wanted them [and] let up, we didn't let that outcome affect us. And to do that long drive and
really stick it to them there and then with the fake punt and just converting right there was huge. That just speaks
volumes of this team.”

